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These days, the internet is woven into nearly every aspect of our lives. These days, the internet is woven into nearly every aspect of our lives. 
Education, farming, working from home, health and wellness are just Education, farming, working from home, health and wellness are just 
a few. Both new and long-standing businesses have utilized this form a few. Both new and long-standing businesses have utilized this form 
of communication and acquired positive benefits from doing so. Not of communication and acquired positive benefits from doing so. Not 
all rural areas have access to modern communications, however, and all rural areas have access to modern communications, however, and 
I have seen industries choose to leave counties due to their inability to I have seen industries choose to leave counties due to their inability to 
provide high speed internet access.provide high speed internet access.
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As CEO of As CEO of Hopkinsville Electric Hopkinsville Electric 
CompanyCompany in 1999, I saw the need  in 1999, I saw the need 
and started an internet company and started an internet company 
that allowed high-speed internet to that allowed high-speed internet to 
serve our rural county and keep us serve our rural county and keep us 
competitive in the global economy. competitive in the global economy. 
By the time I retired in 2017, we By the time I retired in 2017, we 
were serving Christian and two were serving Christian and two 
other Kentucky counties as well other Kentucky counties as well 
as assisting Clarksville, TN. as assisting Clarksville, TN. 
I will help our 71st District I will help our 71st District 
receive rural Internet.receive rural Internet. For State RepresentativeFor State Representative
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